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Abst rac t - -An  initial value investigation is made on the motion of an incompressible vlsco-elastic 
(Rivlin-Ericksen) fluid with small particles between two infinite moving parallel plates in the presence 
of a transverse magnetic field. The flow is generated in the fluid particle system due to time dependent 
pressure gradient and also the motion of the plates in the presence of an external imposed transverse 
magnetic field. By Laplace transform technique, the velocity distribution and wall shear stress have 
been obtained for four different cases, when the pressure gradient and both the plate velocities are 
(i) decreasing exponentially with time, 
(ii) varying periodically with time, 
(iii) impulsive type, and 
(iv) acting for a finite time. 
In each case, shear stresses at the boundary plates are also calculated. (~) 1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. 
All rights reserved. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
The multiphase fluid systems are concerned with the motion of a liquid or gas containing im- 
miscible inert identical particles. Of all multiphase fluid systems observed in nature, blood flow 
in arteries, flows in rocket ubes, dust in gas-cooling systems to enhance heat transfer processes, 
movement of inert solid particles in atmosphere, sand or other suspended particles in sea or ocean 
beaches are the most common examples of multiphase fluid systems. In recent years, several au- 
thors including Saffman [1], Debnath and Ghosh [2,3], Mitra and Bhattacharyya [4,5], Stanisic et 
0898-1221/1999/$ - see front matter (~) 1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved. Typeset by .AA/t.q-TEX 
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at. [6], Yang and Healy [7] and Kapur et at. [8] have investigated various aspects of hydrodynamic 
and hydromagnetic two-phase fluid flows in a rotating or nonrotating fluid system. Naturally, 
studies of these systems are mathematically interesting and physically useful for various good 
reasons. 
In spite of the above studies, the dynamical model of a two-phase conducting fluid flow in a 
nonrotating system has received relatively less attention. The main objective of this paper is 
to make an initial value investigation of the motion of an incompressible visco-elastic (Rivlin- 
Ericksen) fluid with embedded small spherical inert particles bounded by two infinite moving 
parallel plates in the presence of transverse magnetic fluid. The flow is generated by time varying 
pressure gradient. The velocity fields of the fluid flow and dust particles are determined by using 
the Laplace transform method for different flow generating mechanisms. In each case, shear 
stresses at the boundary plates are also calculated. 
2. BAS IC  EQUATIONS AND FORMULATION OF  THE PROBLEM 
A Rivlin-Ericksen fluid is characterized by the constitutive quation 
S = -p I  + ¢1A1 + ¢2A2 + ¢3A 2 + ¢4A 2 + ¢5 (AIA2 + A2A1) 
+¢6 (A2A2 + A2A 2) + ¢~ (A1A~ + A2A1) + ¢8 (A1A22 2 + A2A1) ,2  2 
(2.1) 
where p is the hydrostatic pressure and Cs are polynomial functions of the traces of the various 
tensors occurring in the representations, matrices A1 and A2 are defined by 
Al l) = v,,j + vj#, 
A~) OA(1) 
__  i3  . a (1 )  A (1)  A (1)v  . 
Ot + I]P2XiJ'P "~ 2iip Vp,j "~- pj p,z, 
(2.2) 
(2.3) 
Vp being velocity vector. Neglecting squares and products of A2, we have 
S = -p I  + ¢IA1 + ¢2A2 + ¢3A12, 
where ¢1 is the coefficient of ordinary viscosity, ¢2 the coefficient of visco-elasticity, and ¢3 the 
coefficient of cross-viscosity. 
Let us consider the motion of a dusty visco-elastic fluid between two moving plates whose 
equations are y = 0 and y = h is the distance between the plates. The unsteady flow in 0 _< y _< h 
is governed by the coupled equations (see [1,2,9]), 
and 
Ou top ( O)02u aS~u 
O--t = -p  0-~ + a +/3~ ~y2 + ~0Y0 (v - u) - (2.4) 
P P 
Ov 
m~ = ~0(u - v), (2.5) 
where u(y, t) is the fluid velocity, v(y, t) the velocity of the dust particles, No the number of 
density of the particles, n0 the Stokes resistance coefficient (= 6~r~r for spherical particles of 
radius r), p the density of the fluid, a the kinematic oefficient of viscosity of the fluid, /3 the 
kinematic oefficient of visco-elasticity of the fluid, B0 the intensity of the imposed transverse 
magnetic field, m the mass per unit volume of the dust particles, a the electrical conductivity of 
the fluid, p the pressure, and m/x0 relaxation time of the dust particles. 
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3. SOLUTION OF THE PROBLEM 
Introducing the nondimensional quantities 
y' = Y x' = h ' t' = at  u' uh v' vh and p' h2p 
h' h ~' a a ~2p 
in equation (2.4) and (2.5) we get, dropping the primes, 
and 
Ou OP + ( l  + EO)  O2u 
-~ = -0"~ ~ + A(v - u) - Hu (3.1) 
~v 
O"-t = L(u - v), (3.2) 
where f = (mNo)/p (mass concentration f the dust), L = (~¢oh2/ma) (reciprocal of relaxation 
time of dust), H = Bohx/~p (Hartmann umber), and A = fL ,  E = ~/h 2 (elastic parameter). 
The flow is generated by the motion of the plates and the pressure gradient. The boundary 
conditions (no slip) of the problem in nondimensional form are given by 
u = U(t),  at y = O, t > 0 (3.3) 
and 
u=V(t ) ,  aty=l ,  t>0.  (3.4) 
The initial conditions of the problem in nondimensional form are 
u = v = 0, at t _< 0, for all y in (0, 1). (3.5) 
Applying Laplace transform (see [10]) 
~0 °° 
= ue -st dt, Re(s) > 0, (3.6) 
in equations (3.1) and (3.2) with the initial conditions (3.5), we obtain 
d2u - m2(s )~ + - -  = 0 (3.7) 




- L' (3.8) s+ 
s 2 A) + H2L m2(s ) = + (H 2 + L + s 
(s + L)(1 + sE) ' (3.9) 
and p(t) is the pressure gradient i.e., 1/p~ = p(t). Applying the same Laplace transform to the 
boundary conditions (3.3) and (3.4), we get 
=U(s) ,  aty=0,  t>0,  (3.10) 
m 
=V(s) ,  aty=l ,  t>0.  (3.11) 
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The solution of (3.7) with the help of (3.10) and (3.11) is 
- -  sinh m(1 - y) ~, , sinh my 
= u(~) ~i-i-~-~ + ~t~ ~ + 
From (2.17) and (2.13), we have 
~(s) [1 - coshm (y - 1/2)] 
m2(1 + sE) L ~oshFmT~ j" (3.12) 
- LV(s) sinh my L~(s) [ cosh m (y - 1/2)] LU(s)sinhm(1 Y) + + 1 -  . (3.13) 
~--  s inhm sinhm m2(1 + sE) ~osh-(m72 ) J 
By using the inverse Laplace transform to equation (3.12) and the convolution theorem, we have 
. ,s inhH(1 - y) V(t)sinhHy ~[  coshH(y-1/2)] 
u = U(~) s~nhI~ + s inhU + 1 - cos--~-(HT~ j 
+21rEnsinnTry 0"(t -  A)[/~ (7%1) ~s(nl ) ~ /~7) e'(n2) "~ 
-2.',,:o~(-1)",~sin,,.-y t i t -  ~) [ .2 ) + A~ ) j <~.~ 
lr 1~ r. if!l) ~(rl) ~ if(2) ~S(r2)~ 1 
4 r=1,~3%5 .... sinrlry ~ l~(t- A)[£1)(1-4- Es (1)) -4-s(r~.)(1 + Es(2))J dA' 
(3.14) 
where A (1), A (2), 8 (1) , and  s (2) are obtained, respectively, from (3.15)-(3.17) by replacing n by r, 
and 
h(1)  = 
A(2) = 
[Es(~ 1)2 + (1 + LE)s (1) + L] 2 
(1 - AE - H2E) s(n 1)2 + 2L (1 - H2E) s (1) + L (L + A - H2LE)] ' 
[Es (2)2 + (1 + LE)s(n 2) + L] 2 
(3.15) 
[(1 - AE - H2E) s (2)2 + 2L (1 - H2E) s (2) + L (L + A - H2LE)] ' (3.16) 
and 
(,(:<8(:)) 
H 2 + L+A+(I+LE)n2~rz-t-~/[H2+L+A+(1  LE)n2~r2] 2 -4L  ( l+n2r2E)  (H2+n27r2)] 
2 (1 + n2~2E) 
(3.17) 
By inverse Laplace transform of (2.18) and using convolution theorem, we obtain 
V = U(t)sinhH(1-Y)sinh H +V(t)sinhHYsinh H + ~'~t2) [ 1 - coshH(y-1/2)]co_~_~ J 
f ,  +2~'L 
[ +4L f = Jo ,<,1, '/1" n= 1,3,5,... r 
J°"~(' L'o ('o +~) '<:)('<:)+~)J 
~ 2~ L n=oE(-1)nssinnry ' (ffT"~ --" -I- 
_~<:)~'<L '~_ ]
+ st ~) (s~') + L)J (3.18) 
dA. 
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The results (3.14) and (3.18) describe, respectively, the velocity fields of the fluid and dust parti- 
cles in an unsteady flow of a dusty visco-elastic (Rivlin-Ericksen) fluid in presence of transverse 
magnetic field between two moving plates with the time dependent pressure gradient. When 
E --* 0, results (3.14) and (3.18) agree with those of the velocity of the fluid and the dust par- 
ticles for ordinary viscous fluid. When H --* 0, the solutions for the non-MHD visco-elastic 
fluid-flow can be found. In the limit L -~ c~, the fluid velocity corresponding to the flow of a 
clean visco-elastic fluid in presence of transverse magnetic field between two moving plates under 
time dependent pressure gradient is given by 
U(t)sinhH(i-y) +V(t)sinhHy P-~2 [ coshH(y-1/2)] 
u = sinh H sinh H + - -  1 - cosh(H/2) J 
oo 
+2r E nDO) sin nTry ~o t
n=0 ~n U(t - A)e~¢"dA 
(3.19) oo 
Z Jo' 
(-1)nnm  I) sin nTry 
n=0 ~ V(t - A)e~ndA 




H 2 -{- n27r 2D(nl ) _ (1 + ~nE) 2 and ~n = 
1 -- H2E 1 + n27r2E 
Shear  Stress 
The equation of the shear stress is 
r=p(c~+l~O)  Ou ~-~ ~yy. (3.20) 
Introducing nondimensional quantities y' = y/h, du' = uh/a, t' = t(~/h 2, and v' = "rh2 /po~ 2 in 
equation (3.20) we get, omitting primes, 
~yy, (3.21) 
where E = ~/h 2 is the elastic parameter. 
4. PART ICULAR CASES OF  INTEREST 
CASE I. PERIODIC MOTION. In this case, we take 
U(t) = Uo sin at, 
V(t) = ul sin at, 
when y = 0, 
when y -- 1, 
and 
p(t) = 19o sin at, a > O. 
Then from (3.14) and (3.18), we obtain 
uosinatsinhH(1- y) ul sinatsinhSy posinat [ coshH (y ~ l/2) ] 
u = sinh H + sinh H + H----- T -  1 - cosh(H/2) ] 
co 
-{-21ra E {uo - (-1)nul} nsinnlry 
n=O 
(4.1) 
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[ A(n 1) (0. sin a t - s  (1) cosat + s(n 1) e "~l't) /\(2) (0.sin0.t_s(n2)cos0.t + s(~ 2)e'~'t) 
+4po Z 0.sinrTry 
71" r r=1,3,5... 
[ a(~ 1) (0.sinat- s (1) cos 0.t + sO)e "~''t) (, + + + 
(4.1)(cont.) 
A(2)(0.sin0.t:£?os~t+_.s_(2)eS~2)t)] 
s (2) (1 -t- Es (2)) (s (1)2 + 0.2) j 
and 
X 
V = uosinatsinhH(lsinh H - y) + ul sin0.tsinhHYsinh H + posinatH______ T-  ~[ 1 - cosh H (y~H~-  1/2)].j 
oo 
+2~0.L ~ {u0 - (-1)%,} n sin,~y 
+ 
n=O 
A 1) (asinat- s (1) cosat + s (1)e s(~l)t) 
on kon  - ]ko,- ,  - ] 
A (2) .(a s inat -  s (1) cos 0.t + s (2)e'(.2)t)l 
J 
+4po0.L Z sinrzry 
7r r r=1,3,5... 
r A(1) (asina'-s(r')c°s0.t + s(rl)e¢))Q A(2) (0.sin0.t- s(r2)c~at_+s(r2)~2~t)] 
. '~ - - - -  ~ [-~;-- - (1)2 0" 2 "Jr 8( ~ [iT~'S(S(r2 ~ (8(r2) + L)  (8(r 2) q-0.2)J " b + ) 
(4.2) 
Equations (4.1) and (4.2) represent the velocity of the fluid element and dust particles, respec- 
tively. When P0 ~ 0, E --, 0, Uo --* O, t ~ (Tr/2a - t), and a ~ w, the results obtained from (4.1) 
and (4.2) agree with the result of [4]. If E ~ and P0 ~ 0, then the results provide an extension 
of the work [6] for two-phase fluid particle system. Proceeding to the limit t --+ oo in (4.1) and 
(4.2), we find that the transient effects die out for all frequencies and then the steady state is 
attained. In this state, the velocity of the fluid and dust particles is given by 
uosinatsinhH(1-y) F ulsinatsinhHy posinat [ coshH(y-  1/2)] 
u ---- sinh H sinh H + ~ 1 - cosh(H/2) J 
+2~ra £ {uo-(-1)'~ul}nsinnlry[ A(1) (asinat-s(l'c°sat) A(2) (asinat-s(2)c°sat)l 




V uosinatsinhH(lsinh H -y) + ulsinatsinhHYsinh  + posinatH_____.T__ [1 - coShHcosh(H/2) (g -  1/2)] 
oo IA(nO (asinat_s(~)cosat) 
+2~raL ~ Z {u°-(-1)nul}nsinnzcY |-~ (~: -~ (s(~) + 
i=1,2.=0 Lo,~ kon . , ,  ] L). 
2a-oL E E sinr~ry r A (i) (a sin at - s(') cos at) 
4 
(4.4) 
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If we take L --* c~, we get the flow of a clean visco-elastic fluid in the presence of tranverse 
magnetic field between two oscillating plates under the influence of periodic pressure gradient. 
The velocity of the clean fluid-flow is 
- Ul sinatsinhHy posinat [ coshH (y -U2).] uosinatsinhH(1 Y) + + - -  1 -  
u = sinh H sinh H H2 L cosh(H/2) J 
+21ra ~ ~ {uo-(-1)nul}nsinnTry D(~i) (a sin at - (n cos at +(,~e~nt)] 
+4ap0 E E sinr~ry [D(r i) (asinat-~rcosat +~,e t~") 
7r r [ ~r (1 + E~r) (~2 + a2) 
i=1 ,2  r=1,3 ,5 , . . .  
(4.5) 
If we take u0 = ul ~ 0 in (4.1) and (4.2), we get, respectively, the velocity of fluid and dust par- 
ticles for plane Poiseuille flow. Again for only u0 --* 0 in (4.1) and (4.2), we get the corresponding 
velocities for the generalized Couette flow. 
Skin Friction 
In this case, the explicit expression of the shear stress at the wall y = 0 and y = 1 are, 
respectively, given by 








r l=(s inat+aEc°sat)[  H(ulc°shH-u°)sinh  P° tanh H ] H  
oo 
+2r2a E {( -1)nu°-u l}n2 [ A(~I)F (s(1)) + A(~2)F (s(n2)) ] 
n~0 
F(s )  = 
(1 + sE) (asinat + se st) + (Ea 2 - s) cosat 
s (s 2 + a 2) 
(4.7) 
CASE II. TRANSITION MOTION. We consider the case of transient motion in which 
and 
U(t) = uoH(t)e -~t, 
V(t) = ulH(t)e -~t, 
when y = 0, 
when y = 1, 
p(t) = poH(t)e -~t, ~ > O, 
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where I-I(t) is Heaviside's unit step function [10]. Then from (3.14) and (3.18), we obtain 
U uoH(t)e -tot sinh H(1 - y) UlH(t)e -~t sinh Hy + sinh H sinh H 
+2rw n:oE {u0 -(-1)nul} nsinnrYlk 7~(1)sn (s~ --+-~) + s (2) (se) + w) 
+4po E wsinrTry [ A(I' ( es{)}t- e-tot) A(2) (esS'}t-e-tot) 1 
7r r=1,3,5 .... r ;(r 1, (S(r 1) -'~ 03) (1 -'~ Es(r 1,) + 8 (2} ~)~ (-1 ? ~S(r 2,)'j 




- u le - to ts inhHy poH(t)e -tot [ coshH(y-1/2)] u°H(t)e-~tsinhH(1 Y) + + 1- 
sinh H sinh H H 2 [ c-o~sh H ] 
oo 
+27rLw ~ {uo - (- 1)nu 1 } r~ sin nTry 
n=0 
(2)t ] r m(nl, (es(1)t- e-t°t) m(n2) (esn - e-tot) 
× + 
-F-~4w Lp° ~ w sin rTry 
7r r r~-1,3,5,... 
8(1) ($(r ') -1- W)(s(rl' -] - L)(1-t- Es(r 1)) "1- 8 (2) (8 (2, +03) ~ ~8 (2)) " 
Clearly, we find from (4.8) and (4.9) that when t ~ ~, the transient complement ofthe velocity 
of the fluid and dust particles gradually diminishes and ultimately tends to zero. 
When uo = ux = 0, we obtain, from equations (4.8) and (4.9), 
u= P°H(t)e-tot~ [1- coshHco~72~(y - 1/2)]]+ -4wP°Tr E sin 77rYr 
r=1,3,5... 
× L '(~, 0 7T41)) -'1-8(r2 ) (8(r2)-'f- OJ) ~ 7~(r2)) J
(4.10) 
and 
v= P°H(t)e-tot 1- coshH (y-1/2) + 4wpoL_Tr Z sin 7rryr 
r=1,3,5... 
s(r ', (s(r ') +L)(sO)+w)(I+Es 0)) 's(r 2) (s(2)-~ i ~r2)TwT (~;  Es(r 2)) ' 
(4.11) 
which gives the velocity of the fluid element and dust particles, respectively, for plane Poiseuille 
flow. 
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If u0 --* 0 in equations (4.8) and (4.9), we have the corresponding velocities for Couette flow 
which are given by 
UlH(t)e-~sinhHy poH(t)e -wt [ coshH(y:l/2)] 
u -- sinh H 9- H2 1 - cosh(H/2) J 
-27r.~(-1)nUlnsin.TrY |' -S{~) ~S(1) 9-.) 9- -~2i-~'Z2>--.--" ~ "| 
.=o L ~ \ ~ n ~, n -kw} j 




_ 21rw L ~-2~ (_ l )nu,n sinnlry [ A_ (~l) (e~lh -- e-~t_.! 
(1) 8(1) (1) °-o L'° (° +~¢.° +n) 
9- 4wp0____~L ~ sin rry 
r - -1 ,3 ,5 , . . .  
ulH(t)e-~tsinhHy poH(t)e-~t[ coshH (y - 1/2)] 
sinh H + H2 1 - cosh(H/2) J 
~{:,(..~,..-) 
9- s~, (.{:> +.)(s~:> +.) 
X 
(4.13) 
~("> ("'~'-° ") ] 
It is evident from (4.12) and (4.13) that as the time increases, the velocity of the fluid and dust 
particles decreases and ultimately tends to zero. 
Skin Fr ic t ion 
The shear stress at the plates y = 0 and y = 1 for transient motion are, respectively, given by 
H(1 - wE)H(t)e -Wt (1 - wE)H(t)poe -•t tanh H 
ro = sinh H (Ul - u0 cosh H) + H 2 
oo 




'.~, (.~, +.) {0 +"{:0"~" ~'--'~ "-'} 
~(,I 
+...o ~. .... '{." ('~." +4 0 +"{.'>) {0 +"~.'0":"' ¢~--'~" "} 
"~." ('~." +-)0 +"~.'>) {0 +'(-'0"'>'- ~' -'~'-'} 
{4.14) 
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and 
H(1 - wE)H(t)e -•t (1 - wE)H(t)poe -~t tanh H 
TO = sinh H (U 1 cosh H - uo) - H 2 
oo 
"÷27r2w Z n2[u°(-1)n - ul]n2 
n=0 
~,~) 
X 's(nl) (8(nl) ÷ 0J) { (1 -I- Es(n l))e s(~1)t- (1 - odE)e -wt } 
a(:) ] 
-~s (2) (s~) .÷w) {(1 ÷ Es(2))eS(~2)t-(i-wE)e -~} (4.15) 
aT) ] 
Clearly, we find from (4.14) and (4.15) that as the time increases, the shear stress at the plates 
y -- 0 and y = 1 decreases and ultimately tends to zero. 
CASE III. IMPULSIVE MOTION. In this case, we take 
u(t )  = uo6(t), 
Y(t) = u16(t), and (4.16) 
p(t) = pod(t), 
where ~f(t) is a Dirac delta function. 
Applying Laplace transform to equations (3.1),(3.2) and then from (3.12) and (3.13), we obtain 
~= uosinhm(1-y) + ulsinhmy Po [ coshm(y-  1/2)] 
sinhm sinhm + m2(1 + sE) /1 - cosh(m/2) J (4.17) 
and 
ul sinh my Po Luosinhm(1 - y) + + 
sinhm sinhm m2(1 + sE) 
1 - coshm (y:  1_/2) 1 
cosh(m/2) J " 
Using inverse Laplace transform to equations (4.17) and (4.18), we find 
oo 




- =,~.., .. . 7 L(1 .÷. . (~, ) ) '÷( I+~)  J 
v = 2~rL,=oE {uo- (-1)'ul}nsinnlry (1 ÷ Es (1) ÷ L) ÷ (s (2) ÷ L) 
÷4p0 Z sin rlry [ A(1)e '(-lh A(2)eS(-~h 
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which are the velocity of the fluid element and dust particles, respectively. From (4.19) and (4.20), 
it is clear that when t ~ co, the velocity of the fluid element and dust particles gradually decreases 
and ultimately tends to zero. 
For u0 - ul --* 0 in (4.19) and (4.20), we get corresponding velocities for plane Poiseuille flow 
and also only for u0 --* 0, we have obtained generalized Couette flow. 
When L --* c~, we get the flow of a clean visco-elastic fluid in the presence of transverse 
magnetic field between two impulsively moving plates under the influence of impulsive pressure 
gradient which is given by 
C~3 
u = 2~rE  {u°-(-1)nul}nsinnTryD(1)e~"t +4227r E sin r~Yr (1D(1)e~t+ E~r)" (4.21) 
n=0 r=1,3 ,5 , . . .  
Skin Fr ict ion 
The expressions of the shear stress at the plates y = 0 and y = 1 are, respectively, 
oo 
TO= 2~r2En2(Uo--(--1)nut} [A (1) (1 + Es(1))eS(~)t+ A (2) (1 + Es(n2))e s~)t] 
n=0 
+4po E [ A(1)eg~)t+ A(2)e~?'t] 




T1 = 2~r2En2{uo--(--1)nul} [A(1) (1 + Es(1))eS(~l)t+ A(n 2) (1 + Es~))e ~(.2)t] 
r t=0 
r=1,3 ,5 , . . .  
(4.23) 
Obviously, the skin friction at both plates becomes zero after a sufficiently long time. 
CASE IV. MOTION FOR A FINITE TIME. In this case, the motion of the plates and the pressure 
gradient are ceased after a finite time and in this case, we take 
U(t) = uo[H(t) - H(t - T)], 
V(t) = ul [H(t) - H(t - T)], 
p(t) = po[H(t) - H(t - T)]. 
when y = 0, 
when y = 1, and (4.24) 
Using Laplace transform to equation (4.24) and then we obtain, from (3.12) and (3.13), 
u0¢(s) sinhm(1 - y) ul¢(s) sinhmy + 
s sinh m s sinh m 
Po¢(s) [ coshm(y-1/2)  1
+ sm2(1 + sE) 1 - coshm (4.25) 
and 
where 
Luo¢(S) sinh m(1 - y) Lul¢(s) sinh my + 
s sinh m s(s + L) sinh m 
coshm : /2)] 
x 1 -  cosh(m/2) J '  
Lpo¢(s) 
s(s +L)(1 + sE)m 2 
(4.26) 
¢(s) = 1, when 0 < t <_ T, 
= 1 - e -sT, when t > T. 
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uosinhH(1 -y)  + ulsinhHy Po [ cosh(y- 1/2)] 
sinhH s inhg +H-2 1 -  ~/ -~)  j 
+2rZn=o{U°-(-1)nUl} L s2) + 4 ~) 
Z sin rTry [ A(rl)e ''(,'h A (2, e 'd,?)t" ] 
,.:,,,,~ .... , L4 ' )0 -?~' , )  + ,(,.', (1 + Es (2)) ' 
(4.27) 
when 0 < t _< T and 
uosinhH(1-y) u, sinhHy Po [ cosh (y-- 1/2)] 
v= sinhH + sinhH +H-~ L1- cosh(H/2) J 
oo [ A (1) esO)t A (2) eS(~)t 
+27rL Z {u0 - ( -1 ) 'u ,}  nsinnry I (~ ~(-~_L, ~ + s(:) fs(2 , + L~ 
n:o LS. ks,, ~- ) ) 
_t_4L Z sinrTry [ A(i)e s~l)t A(2)eS~2)t )]  
~=l,a,s .... r s (1 ) (s (~-~)  -0 + s(l)) + s(2)(s(2) + L)(s(2)E +1 ' 
(4.28) 
when 0 < t _< T. 
For the case t > T, 
e .  )en 1 u= 2"n" £ {uo- (-1)nu,}nsinnlry A(,) (1- -'~(1)T'~ s(1)t A (2) (1--e-'(~')T)e "(2)` 
.=o 4 ') ~ 4 ~) 
+ 4p0 Z Z sinrlry -IA(1)rS(0t(1-e-s(~')T). 
7r i=1,2 r=1,3,5,... 7" L 4') 
(4.29) 
and 
21rL Z {UO- (--1)nUl}nsinnlry [ A(1) (1--e-'(~l)T)e "(1)t --(2)1. --.~(':')T' .~(2)t'l I) 
o:0  . 2~-(~z) + ~:~(,~,,+,.,) j 
+4p0L Z Z sinr~ry [ A(ri)r'(')'(1--e-'(')T) 
,,-,_-,,.,.=,,.,o .... ,. L .~TT) [~)  
(4.30) 
If we take u0 = Ul "* 0 and u0 --* 0 separately inequations (4.27)-(4.30), we get the corresponding 
results for plane Poiseuille flow and generalized Couette flow, respectively. 
Discontinuity in Velocity 
The amount of discontinuity in velocity at time t -- T is 
= u0 sinh H(1 - y) 
sinh H 
+ 4po 
~,sinhH,,, ~o[ cosh~-l/2) 1 '> 
+ sinhH + H-~ i - cosh(H/2) J + 21ro=o ~ L 4 ~ + 4 =~ J
E s~n,..[ ,,,~', _~2'_ ] 
(4.311 
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The amount of discontinuity in case of the Poiseuille flow and generalized Couette flow are 
obtained, respectively, by putting u0 = ul --+ 0 and u0 --+ 0, 
,+[ co+..(.-l/~>Ic_+_+~+ < rA~') ~>I 
J,.+.=-~ 1-  I++"ELsk+'> + s~+) J , , :0  
4(1) _A(2>_ ] (4.32) 
+ 4p07r r=l,3,5,...E sin_rTrYr 's(l)(I~Es(I)) + s(2)(1 -+- Es{r')) J 
and 
[ ] + '..-""n"'" .o cos..( . - , / , )  ' "Z  [.<1) ~)] 
sinhH + H-2 1 - c-~-sh~-H72~ + n=o L s(1) + s~ ) J 
4po 57 sin rTry [ A(r ') _A(': ] + 
7P r=1,3,5 .. 7 1 8{r,> ( ; '~8(1>)  "j- 8{r2> (1 "Jr Es(r2))J " 
Clearly, expressions for J., J.p, and J.c are independent of time t. 
(4.33) 
Skin Friction 
The shear stress at the plates y = 0 and y = 1 are given by 
[,(.1 uco,,> ,0 ,} 
To= sinhH + ~tanh -t- 2r2 E E n2(uO-(-1)nul} 
i=1,2 n=0 
. [.,>(1+.+>.,.] ++o + 
where 0 < t _< T and 
r=1,3,5,... 
[++'>e'~>>' +<')e.<:>,] 
~ L~ + ~ J' 
P0 HI  oo H(UlCOShg-uo) + tanh~- +27r 2 E E n2{(-1)nuO-ul} 
T1 = sinh H 
i=1,2 n=0 
x[+0++>-']+ + ] .  
where 0 < t _< T. 
For t > T, 
To = 27r 2 E 
and 
+ [ ] En 2 {u0- (--1)nUl} "A{ni) (I-l- Es{n i)) (I- e -s~i)T) e s~)t 
i=1,2 n=0 
p a(rl) es(~i)f a(r 2) eS(2)t ! 
+4po 57 t .+'> + W 
r=1,3,5,... 
+ [ ] 7"1 = 271-2 E E ?12 {(--l)nU0- if1) A{n/) (1 -i- Es(~ )) (1- e -s~)T) e s(-i)t 
s(,, ~) i=1,2 n=O 
[A(,)e.(.'>, ,,('>e.(.~>," 






It is evident from equations (4.36) and (4.37) that when t --+ 0, the shear stress gradually decreases 
and ultimately tends to zero. 
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